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Top 10 SEO Companies for 
Ecommerce Websites
Need help finding a high-quality and trustworthy SEO vendor? We evaluated companies that have expertise in working with Ecommerce websites across eight categories and analyzed the data to give you our list of the best Ecommerce SEO companies.

 



 
Best Ecommerce SEO Companies: March 2024
	HigherVisibility
	Visiture
	OuterBox
	Single Grain
	Merkle
	IProspect
	Acronym
	Coalition Technologies
	Icrossing
	Straight North

	Rank	Company Name	Phone	Website	Location		Pricing	Clients	Score
	1	HigherVisibility	  888-967-1992	 	Memphis, TN	50-100	Medium	PBS, Ebay, Warner Brothers
	98
	2	Visiture	  843-225-7000	 	Charleston, SC	25-50	Medium	Just for Men, Gerber, Spanx
	97
	3	OuterBox	  866-647-9218	 	Akron, OH	25-50	Medium	Oneida, ABB, UltimateSack.com
	95
	4	Single Grain	  800-701-0793	 	 Los Angeles, CA	11-25	High	Twenty20, Uber, Airbnb
	90
	5	Merkle	  443-542-4000	 	Columbia, MD	100+	High	Dell, T-Mobile, Samsung
	89
	6	IProspect	  617-449-4300	 	Boston, MA	100+	High	Avis, Delta, GlaxoSmithKline
	86
	7	Acronym	  212-691-7051	 	New York, NY	100+	Medium	Humana, Priceline, Los Angeles Times
	85
	8	Coalition Technologies	  310-905-8268	 	Culver City, CA	100+	Medium	Pink Lily, 1 Ink, Swim Spot
	83
	9	Icrossing	  212-649-3900	 	New York, NY	100+	High	Coca-Cola, LG Electronics, Porsche
	81
	10	Straight North	  312-724-5220	 	Chicago, IL	100+	Low	Drifire, Amdocs, Bluepay
	80
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Why E-commerce Stores Need SEO?
E-commerce stores use two primary avenues to make their products visible to consumers online: paid ads and SEO. While paid ad campaigns using Facebook Ads or Google AdWords are effective, they take a constant injection of funds to be sustainable. On the other hand, a rock-solid search engine optimization for the product pages of your e-commerce store practically guarantees that it will be seen by consumers and generate sales at a high rate without additional spending.
Let’s say you have an online store that sells shoes. You could launch paid ad campaigns for every different type of shoes that you sell, which is a strategy that many stores use and it may well work for you, but to continue to profit from this strategy, you have to continue paying for it.
On the other hand, a page that’s optimized for certain keywords will drive traffic to your site without you paying anything for it. For example, if a consumer is looking to buy running shoes, they’ll search for “affordable running shoes” or “high-performance running shoes” or something along those lines.
With pages optimized to rank highly in these types of search results, consumers will see your page without paid promotion. You could create landing pages for each of these match phrases and ensure that people looking for running shoes find what they’re looking for from your e-commerce store with the help of a qualified SEO consultant.
The online commerce landscape is intensely competitive. Paid ads are effective in the short-term, but if you want long-term sales that are sustainable for your business, SEO can help your store be more visible than the seemingly endless list of competitors.
Related Industries:
	Shopify
	Amazon



Our Methodology
 1. SEO Company Rating Services
We analyze 3 different SEO company rating services and assign a score to each company.

 2. On-Page Quality Score
We analyze the quality of the on-page work that an SEO agency has done for their own website.

 3. Backlink Quality Score
We analyze the quality of the backlinks of each SEO firm.

 4. Company Rankings
We take into consideration where a company ranks for the keywords that they are targeting.

 5. Media Mentions
We take into account media mentions as a way to gauge the quality of the SEO company.

 6. Quality of Client List
We look at the companies that have placed trust into each firm.

 7. Mystery Shopping
We contact each firm to learn about pricing, responsiveness, and to gauge friendliness of company representatives.

 8. Contribution to the SEO Community
To determine how knowledgeable a company really is, we look at what they are contributing via blogs, social, conferences.
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How Much Does SEO Cost? Prices to Expect for a Reputable Company

Search Engine Optimization pricing is about as clear as mud. With SEO in high demand and high supply, it’s hard to know what pricing is worth it let alone legit. Countless businesses sell SEO services but rarely do they advertise a breakdown of cost. How do they even determine what the pricing is? What different […]



   
How to Choose an SEO Company

Hiring out search engine optimization can be scary. SEO, in general, seems like it’s a magic trick, and there’s so much that could potentially go wrong if you’re not 100% sure of what you’re doing. So to help you navigate the sometimes murky waters of hiring an SEO company, I’ve put together this simple guide. […]
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Why Companies Are Prioritizing the Redesign of their Website [Study]
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Representation and Diversity in Branding Across Industries [Study]
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Best SEO Companies
BestSEOCompanies.com was created to help businesses make better choices when selecting search engine optimization vendors.
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